Question #1:
We have received Attachment 19 and only find Okidata CS3535t MFP and Okidata MB491 MFP. There are no plotters or printers as mentioned in the RFP. In order to provide extended warranties on these two products we need to know what they are, could you provide them?

Answer:
The MB491, while an MFP, is small enough to be used as the desktop printer. Plotters are being purchased through a competitive process as they are not currently available on State contract. NYSDOT is not certain what make and model we will end up purchasing but we can confirm that it will meet or exceed the performance specifications of an HP Designjet T-1300 44 inch PostScript ePrinter.

Question #2:
Modification #3, #1 stated “The second bullet under the second paragraph of RFP Section 3.2.1 is amended to read:”. The second bullet under the second paragraph has many sub bullets (as amended in Modification #1). Is this modification just changing the laptop bundle bullet that is the second bullet under this bullet OR is it replacing the entire second bullet including Laptop Bundles?

Answer:
The modification is just changing the laptop bundle bullet that is the second bullet under this bullet.